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Essential Question
Why does electronic information need to be protected when being transmitted on the internet? How do we encrypt
data?

Summary
Students learn about data encryption, why it is needed, and how it works by engaging in a range of group activities
exploring cyber security. First, they attempt to pass along an unsecured message and learn how difficult it is to do so
without some sort of plan. Then, they participate in a Jigsaw activity and read about real life security breaches. After
learning about how breaches have happened, they explore different encryption methods and discuss their uses in
Chat Stations. Finally, they create their own methods of encryption, test them, and reflect on the process in an Exit
Ticket.

Snapshot
Engage Students are placed into groups of three and tasked with trying to share a message between two of them
without the third finding out. They will later connect this experience to a need for encryption.

Explore Students engage in a Jigsaw of articles with real world examples of cyber security breaches and share what
they have learned to identify common areas of need and solutions to the breach.

Explain Next, students dig deeper into types of encryption uses as solutions for ensuring the safety of data by
watching a video from Code.org and visiting Chat Stations that share information on types of encryptions.

Extend Students create their own encrypted messages and test them.

Evaluate Finally, students reflect on the overall experience, what they have learned, what their thoughts of creating
their own encrypted messages are, and what makes encryption successful.
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Standards
Oklahoma Academic Standards for Computer Science (Seventh Grade)

7.NI.C.1: Explain how to protect electronic information, both physical (e.g. hard drive) and digital, identify
cybersecurity concerns and options to address issues with the Internet and the systems it uses.
7.NI.C.2: Identify and explain two or more methods of encryption used to ensure and secure the transmission of
information.

Attachments

Chat Stations Reflections—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.docx

Chat Stations Reflections—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.pdf

Chat Stations Reflections—Tales From the Encrypt.docx

Chat Stations Reflections—Tales From the Encrypt.pdf

Cyber Security Tales—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.docx

Cyber Security Tales—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.pdf

Cyber Security Tales—Tales From the Encrypt.docx

Cyber Security Tales—Tales From the Encrypt.pdf

Encryption Chat Stations—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.docx

Encryption Chat Stations—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.pdf

Encryption Chat Stations—Tales From the Encrypt.docx

Encryption Chat Stations—Tales From the Encrypt.pdf

Exit Ticket—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.docx

Exit Ticket—Tales From the Encrypt - Spanish.pdf

Exit Ticket—Tales From the Encrypt.docx

Exit Ticket—Tales From the Encrypt.pdf

Lessons Slides—Tales from the Encrypt.pptx

Materials

Lesson Slides (attached)

Cyber Security Tales (attached; minimum 1 per group)

Encryption Chat Stations (attached; 1 per class)

Chat Station Reflection (attached; optional; 1 per student)

Encryption Exit Ticket (attached; 1 per student)

Paper 

Pens/pencils
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10 minutes

Engage
Use the attached Lesson Slides to introduce the lesson. Share slides 3-4 to review the essential question and lesson
objectives as needed. Create groups of three. Move to slide 5 and introduce the following scenario:

Friend A and B are trying to pick the perfect present for Friend C. Friend A needs to share an idea with Friend B without
Friend C knowing what they are talking about. Friend A will have a pencil, paper, and can speak. However, anything
written or spoken needs to be shared with Friend C because Friend C does not like to be left out. Ask Friend A to find a
way to successfully share their idea with Friend B without revealing to Friend C what is being shared.

Have each group member select whether they will be Friend A, Friend B, or Friend C. Give them some time to attempt
to share their message. As needed, remind them they cannot share any messages that Friend C cannot hear or see,
which includes making a plan for how to share any information.

Have groups share their thoughts about how successful they were. If they were able to share their present idea
successfully, what strategy did they use to make that work?  Ask if they have any ideas for how they could have made
sure their message got across without Friend C finding out.
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20 minutes

Explore
Display slide 6. Explain to students that just like in the present challenge they just attempted, companies often find
themselves needing to receive or share information that they do not want a third party to see, and just like some of
their attempts, there are times those efforts fail. To learn more about the times big companies have failed and their
attempts to fix those issues have been unsuccessful, they will Jigsaw 5 passages on “cyber fails.”

Break the class into five groups and hand out the Cyber Security Tales passages. If using multiple copies, each group
member should have the same passage. Give groups time to read and determine what the issue was, the problem it
caused, and what the company did to try to fix the problem. They can record their thoughts on the handout or on the
back. Give students time to share out what they learned from their passage. Ask what these fails had in common and
how the solutions were similar.
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30 minutes

Explain

Teacher's Note

Post the Encryption Chat Stations around the room or at tables prior to class or as students are watching the
Code.org video.

Now that students have explored the problems that can arise when there are security breaches, it is time to better
understand how these breaches are addressed and prevented. Move to slide 7 and show the Code.org video on
encryption and public keys. 

Embedded video

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZghMPWGXexs

Next, display slide 8, and explain that students will now visit some Chat Stations in groups to learn more about the
examples from the video as well as other methods for encryption. At each chat station, they will read what is on the
Encryption Chat Stations handout and use their own paper or the Chat Station Reflection handout to record their
thoughts. Give students 3-5 minutes at every station to read and record. You can give more time as needed.

Afterwards have them come back together as a class and share their thoughts. Ask them to share something new they
have learned, which method they felt was the best, or which they felt was the most complicated and if they felt one
would be easier to decipher than another.

Follow up questions could include:

What kinds of data were exposed?

Were there similarities between the data that was stolen?

Who was behind the attempts at the theft? What was the outcome of the data breach?

What kind of outcomes did the companies responsible for the data face?
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25 minutes

Extend
Display slide 9. Explain that now students will work in groups of 3-4 to use what they have learned to design their own
encryption method. Remind them of their original activity where they tried to share their present idea without Friend C
finding out. Using what they have learned about encryption, is there a way to share their ideas securely? Give students
time to both develop and test their encryption method. Groups can also share their messages with one another to see
if their method can be cracked.
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5 minutes

Evaluate
After students have had time to develop and test their encryption method, show slide 10 and hand out the Encryption
Exit Ticket. Have students share their thoughts on what they have learned about encryption, their thoughts on
creating an encryption method, and what makes encryption successful. 
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